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Abstract

The growing demand for mobile Internet and wireless multimedia applications has motivated the development of broadband wireless access technologies in recent years [1]. Mobile WiMAX was the first mobile broadband wireless access solution based on the IEEE 802.16e-2005 standard [2].

The paper reports on history of WiMAX and mobile WiMAX evaluation. There are three key themes examined on this report. These are Mobile WiMAX and Its Historical development, Mobile WiMAX Evaluation, and Advantages of Mobile WiMAX.

Introduction

The growing demand for mobile Internet and wireless multimedia applications has motivated the development of broadband wireless access technologies in recent years [1]. IEEE 802.16, a solution to broadband wireless access (BWA) commonly known as Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), is a recent wireless broadband standard that has promised high bandwidth over long-range transmission [3]. WiMAX is a wireless communications standard designed to provide 30 to 40 megabit-per-
second data rates, with the 2011 update providing up to 1 Gbit/s for fixed stations. It is a part of a “fourth generation” or 4G, of wireless-communication technology [4, 5].

Mobile WiMAX was the first mobile broadband wireless access solution based on the IEEE 802.16e-2005 standard [2]. Mobile WiMAX was successfully adopted by ITU as one of the IMT-2000 technologies in November 2007. Since then mobile WiMAX (a.k.a. IP-OFDMA) has officially become a major global cellular wireless standard along with 3GPP UMTS/HSPA and 3GPP2 CDMA/EVDO. Mobile WiMAX is an OFDM-based technology available for deployment today [6, 7], and new WiMAX devices come to market at much reduced cost than that of current 3G solutions. In December 2006 the IEEE launched an effort to further evolve the IEEE 802.16WirelessMAN-OFDMA specification. This amendment, known as 802.16m, is designed to meet or exceed the requirements of IMT-Advanced (the 4th generation of cellular systems) [8].

In October 2008 over 260 service providers deployed fixed, portable and mobile WiMAX networks in 110 countries [9]. WiMAX Forum was announced that WiMAX Service Providers offer 430 million people or points-of-presence (POPs) globally in 2009 and were on a path to nearly double to 800 million people by the end of 2010 [10]. Furthermore over 11000 deployments made by providers during March 2009 - May 2011 [11].

In our study we have researched history of WiMAX and given detailed information in Section II. IMT (International Mobile Telecommunications) standards and Mobile WiMAX evolution are evaluated and reviewed in Section III. Furthermore some opinions about advantages of Mobile WiMAX are given in Section IV. Finally conclusions are drawn in Section V.

2. History Of Mobile WiMAX

IEEE 802.16, a solution to broadband wireless access (BWA) commonly known as Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), is a recent wireless broadband standard that has promised high bandwidth over long-range transmission [3]. This glaring technology evolution has started on
November 98, and all WiMAX and Mobile WiMAX technologies are successfully adopted by ITU as one of the IMT-2000 or IMT-Advanced technologies.

IEEE 802.16 Work Group develops standards and recommended practices to support the development and deployment of Broadband Wireless Metropolitan Area Networks (Wireless-MAN). IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) is an international professional organization about engineering on areas including aerospace systems, computers, telecommunications, biomedical engineering, etc. [12]. It has over 395000 members in more than 160 countries by 2010 [13]. It has more than 2 million documents in the IEEE/IET electronic library and sponsors more than 300 conferences annually. IEEE organized in the 38 societies and 7 technical councils.

Within the IEEE Computer Society [14], the IEEE-802 LAN/MAN Standards Committee (LMSC) [15] is one of the multiple standards committees of the Standard Activity Board (SAB). The LMSC develops Local Area Network (LAN) and Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) standards [16], mainly for the lowest 2 layers of the ISO (International Organization for Standardization) Reference Model for Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) [17].

Within the LMSC, there are a number of Working Groups (WGs) and one Executive Committee (EC), which includes amongst others all WG chairs. One of the LMSC Working Groups is the IEEE 802.16 Working Group of Broadband Wireless Access Standards. The Working Group has completed different standards projects since 2001 [18]. A simplified hierarchical view on the IEEE showed in Figure 1 [10].
WiMAX technology development and evolution rely on cooperative and complementary efforts in the WiMAX Forum and IEEE 802.16 Working Group [19]. We have mentioned information about IEEE but not WiMAX Forum. The WiMAX Forum is an industry-led, not-for-profit organization which has hundreds of members, comprising most of the WiMAX operators, component vendors and equipment vendors. It was established in Jun. 2001 to promote and certify wireless broadband equipment based on the IEEE 802.16 and ETSI HiperMAN (European Telecommunications Standards Institute High Performance Metropolitan Area Networks) standards by awarding equipment manufacturers products with the ‘WiMAX Forum Certified’ label. Note that this role is thus comparable to what the WiFi Alliance is doing for the IEEE 802.11 standards. Also we need to discuss the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) and the role of the WiMAX Forum and the IEEE 802.16 WG therein.

The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) was established in 1865 in Paris as the International Telegraph Union and is now the United Nations agency for information and communication technology issues, based on the need to promote international cooperation in the field of telecommunications and telecommunication networks.
in Geneva, Switzerland [20]. Today ITU’s mission is to enable the growth and sustained development of telecommunications and information networks, and to facilitate universal access so that people everywhere can participate in, and benefit from, the emerging information society and global economy [21]. There are three sectors within the ITU: ITU-R (Radiocommunication), ITU-T (Telecommunication) and ITU-D (Development). Both governments and private organizations can apply for ITU membership. The former will be ‘Member States’ while the latter will be ‘Sector Members’ (full membership within a specific ITU sector) or ‘Associates’ (membership for a specific Study Group within an ITU sector). IEEE has become a Sector Member in the ITU-R, as of 31 Oct. 2003 [22]. A simplified hierarchical view on the ITU is shown in Fig. 2 [10].

Figure 2. Reduced hierarchical view on the ITU, showing only the most relevant entities with IEEE 802.16 WG involvement concerning IMT-2000 and IMT-Advanced. With in the ITU-R there are different study groups (SG), which use Resolutions, Question, and Recommendation document types [23].

The Resolutions give instructions on the organization, methods or programs of Radio communication Assembly (RA) or Study Group work. A
Question is a statement of technical, operational or procedural problem, generally seeking a Recommendation. It is a first-stage document which defines what kind of studies and on which subject a Study Group is expected to study. The Recommendations constitute a set of international technical standards. They are the result of studies undertaken by Radio communication Study Groups. The ITU-R Recommendations are approved by ITU Member States. Their implementation is not mandatory; however, they are highly valued and are implemented worldwide.

One could question why the IEEE 802.16 Working Group would need to seek recognition from the ITU, as IEEE itself is an international standardization organization. However the IEEE 802.16 Working Group understood the importance of ITU engagement right from the beginning. The first Project Authorization Request (PAR), initiating P802.16 already stated in 1999 that the resulting standard might be adopted eventually by the ITU and the Working Group appointed an ITU-R Liaison Official to maintain contacts with the ITU-R. IEEE 802.16 was mainly aimed at operating licensed bands, typically used by telecommunication operators. As the traditional boundary between data communications and telecommunications was blurring, it was important for the IEEE 802.16 Working Group to have good contacts with the ITU because the telecommunication industry was always well represented there [24]. When IEEE became a Sector Member of the ITU-R in 2003, their relationship strengthened even further.

3. IMT (International Mobile Telecommunications) Standards and Mobile WiMAX Evolution

A. IMT-2000

ITU started the development of radio interface standards for mobile communications on the eve of the initial deployments of the first digital cellular systems (known as 2G). This effort, led by governments and industry, gave birth to the framework of standards known as IMT – for international mobile telecommunications – which also includes the identification of radio frequency spectrum and band arrangements. The IMT scope encompasses the well-established IMT-2000 and the newly developed IMT-Advanced. One of the programs which are concerning our study is IMT-2000.

International Mobile Telecommunications-2000 (IMT-2000) is the...
program of the ITU for third generation (3G) wireless communications, defined in 2000 by a set of interdependent ITU Recommendations. IMT-2000 provides a framework for worldwide wireless access by linking the diverse systems of terrestrial and/or satellite based networks. It will exploit the potential synergy between digital mobile telecommunication technologies and systems for fixed and mobile wireless access systems [10].

The ITU recognition offered indeed benefits that the IEEE could not have gained on its own, as the inclusion of WiMAX technology by ITU in 2007 in its IMT-2000 program (as OFDMA TDD WMAN) added international credibility to the technology. Mobile WiMAX technology now got the same level of recognition as UMTS/HSPA and CDMA2000/EV-DO, concerning worldwide reputation. Furthermore one should not forget the impact of ITU on radio regulation. Certain radio frequencies (e.g. 2.5-2.69 GHz) are classified for use with IMT-2000 technologies only [25]. WiMAX’s inclusion in IMT-2000 enables spectrum owners to use WiMAX equipment in any country that recognizes IMT-2000 [11].

B. IEEE 802.16e and Mobile WiMAX

IEEE 802.16’s 802.16e Task Group developed an amendment to IEEE Standard 802.16 (“Air Interface for Fixed Broadband Wireless Access Systems”). The 802.16e amendment, covering “Physical and Medium Access Control Layers for Combined Fixed and Mobile Operation in Licensed Bands,” was approved, as IEEE Std. 802.16e-2005, by the IEEE-SA Standards Board on 7 December 2005. It was published on 28 February 2006. With its work complete, the Task Group has been permanently terminated [26]. Figure 3 shows a high level view of Mobile WiMAX evolution, and captures different key elements of mobile WiMAX standardization and certification [19].
Mobile WiMAX is a broadband wireless solution that enables convergence of mobile and fixed broadband networks through a common wide area broadband radio access technology and flexible network architecture. The Mobile WiMAX Air Interface adopts Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) for improved multi-path performance in non-line-of-sight environments. Scalable OFDMA (SOFDMA) [27] is introduced in the IEEE 802.16e Amendment to support scalable channel bandwidths from 1.25 to 20 MHz. The Mobile Technical Group (MTG) in the WiMAX Forum is developing the Mobile WiMAX system profiles that will define the mandatory and optional features of the IEEE standard that are necessary to build a Mobile WiMAX-compliant air interface that can be certified by the WiMAX Forum. The Mobile WiMAX System Profile enables mobile systems to be configured based on a common base featureset thus ensuring baseline functionality for terminals and base stations that are fully interoperable. Some elements of the base station profiles are specified as optional to provide additional flexibility for deployment based on specific deployment scenarios that may require different configurations that are either capacity-optimized or coverage-optimized. Release-1 Mobile WiMAX profiles cover 5, 7, 8.75, and 10 MHz channel bandwidths for licensed worldwide spectrum allocations in the 2.3 GHz, 2.5 GHz, 3.3 GHz and 3.5 GHz frequency bands [28] (8.75 MHz is used specifically for Korea [19]).

Figure 3. Mobile WiMAX technology and network evolution roadmap.
Mobile WiMAX systems offer scalability in both radio access technology and network architecture, thus providing a great deal of flexibility in network deployment options and service offerings. Some of the salient features supported by Mobile WiMAX are:

- **High Data Rates:** The inclusion of MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) antenna techniques along with flexible sub-channelization schemes, Advanced Coding and Modulation all enable the Mobile WiMAX technology to support peak DL (Downlink) data rates up to 63 Mbps per sector and peak UL (Uplink) data rates up to 28 Mbps per sector in a 10 MHz channel.

- **Quality of Service (QoS):** The fundamental premise of the IEEE 802.16 MAC architecture is QoS. It defines Service Flows which can map to DiffServ code points or MPLS (Multi-Protocol Label Switching) flow labels that enable end-to-end IP (Internet Protocol) based QoS. Additionally, sub-channelization and MAP-based (Media Access Protocol – Based) signaling schemes provide a flexible mechanism for optimal scheduling of space, frequency and time resources over the air interface on a frame-by-frame basis.

- **Scalability:** Despite an increasingly globalized economy, spectrum resources for wireless broadband worldwide are still quite disparate in its allocations. Mobile WiMAX technology therefore, is designed to be able to scale to work in different channelizations from 1.25 to 20 MHz to comply with varied worldwide requirements as efforts proceed to achieve spectrum harmonization in the longer term. This also allows diverse economies to realize the multi-faceted benefits of the Mobile WiMAX technology for their specific geographic needs such as providing affordable internet access in rural settings versus enhancing the capacity of mobile broadband access in metro and suburban areas.
**Security:** The features provided for Mobile WiMAX security aspects are best in class with EAP-based (Extensible Authentication Protocol – Based) authentication, AES-CCM-based (Advanced Encryption Standard - Counter with Cipher-block chaining Message authentication code – based) authenticated encryption, and CMAC (block Cipher-based Message Authentication Code) and HMAC (keyed Hash Message Authentication Code) based control message protection schemes. Support for a diverse set of user credentials exists including; SIM/USIM (Subscriber Identify Module / Universal Subscriber Identify Module) cards, Smart Cards, Digital Certificates, and Username/Password schemes based on the relevant EAP methods for the credential type.

**Mobility:** Mobile WiMAX supports optimized handover schemes with latencies less than 50 milliseconds to ensure real-time applications such as VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) perform without service degradation. Flexible key management schemes assure that security is maintained during handover [28].

The WiMAX certification for the release 1.0 profile started with a Wave 1 subset, excluding MIMO and a few optimization features, to enable early market deployments. This was followed by Wave 2, which progressively adds more and more feature tests over time based on vendors and testing tool availability. The early phases of certification were also limited to MAC and PHY layer conformance and interoperability testing, which will be expanded to add network-level testing. Meanwhile, the development of WiMAX Forum Network Release 1.0 was completed in 2007, based on which the specific network-level device conformance testing as well as infrastructure interoperability testing projects were initiated. The goal was to ensure end-to-end interoperability of WiMAX devices with networks and also ensure multivendor plug and play network infrastructure deployments. Release 1.0 defines the basic architecture for IP-based connectivity and services while supporting all levels of mobility [19].

Based on operators’ requirements for advanced services and new market opportunities to be more competitive with evolved 3G systems, the WiMAX Forum initiated interim releases for both the system profile and network without major modifications to the IEEE 802.16 standard. The work on network
release 1.5 network specifications was started in parallel, aimed primarily at enabling dynamic QoS and provisioning of open retail device and support for advanced network services as well as commercial-grade VoIP. The release 1.5 system profile work item was initiated to enable mobile WiMAX in new spectrum including frequency-division duplex (FDD) bands, address a few MAC efficiency improvements needed for technology competitiveness, and align the system profile with advanced network services supported by network release 1.5. All required fixes and minor enhancements needed to support release 1.5 are incorporated in IEEE 802.16 REV2, which combines the IEEE 802.16-2004 base standard plus IEEE 802.16e/f/g amendments and related corrigenda into one specification document [19].

C. IMT-Advanced

Since 2000, the world has seen the introduction of the first family of standards derived from the IMT concept – IMT-2000 (commonly referred to as 3G). 3G is now widely deployed and being rapidly enhanced. IMT-2000 is the foundation for the personal mobile communications industry and is present in the pocket of almost everyone in the world. Pursuing its initiative to lead international efforts to produce global standards for mobile communications, ITU’s Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R) completed in 2011 the assessment of candidate submissions for the next generation global mobile broadband technology, otherwise known as IMT-Advanced. IMT-Advanced (International Mobile Telecommunications – Advanced) is a term used by the ITU to describe mobile telecommunication systems which go further than IMT-2000. Previously IMT-Advanced was known as “systems beyond IMT-2000” and is often referred to as 4G. In establishing the requirements for IMT-Advanced, the ITU has attempted to anticipate the wide range of application and service demands required for future mobile networks that would need to be widely deployed in many countries in the 2012-2015 timeframe. Harmonization among these proposals has resulted in the choice of two technologies, LTE-Advanced and WirelessMAN-Advanced. These radio interface technology standards have been submitted to the Radiocommunication Assembly 2012, held in Geneva on 16-20 January, for final endorsement by the ITU Member States and have been agreed [29]. In addition to being the driving force for IEEE 802.16m, IMT-Advanced is also
the basis for LTE, and LTE-Advanced. IEEE 802.16e is already included in IMT-2000 while IEEE 802.16m and LTE-Advanced are the only two technologies submitted for IMT-Advanced. Both were expected to be included. Nearly six month later ITU has approved “WirelessMAN-Advanced” technology of IEEE 802.16m as an IMT-Advanced technology [30].

ITU-R has also commenced the process of developing an ITU-R Recommendation for the satellite component of the IMT-Advanced radio interfaces, having recently invited the submission of proposals for candidate radio interface technologies. IMT-Advanced brings major improvements, including increased spectrum efficiency – more users at higher data rates per radio channel and fully packet-based architecture – reduced costs, comprehensive support for broadband wireless data, lower latency – more responsive Internet and multimedia applications, and improved radio resource management and control – enhanced quality of service, and new capabilities for the physical layer of the radio interface – including wideband radio channels, MIMO smart antennas and flexible deployment options [29].

D. IEEE 802.16m

In December 2006 the IEEE launched an effort to further evolve the IEEE 802.16 WirelessMAN-OFDMA specification. This amendment, known as 802.16m, is designed to meet or exceed the requirements of IMT-Advanced (the 4th generation of cellular systems). With a number of stringent requirements for backwards compatibility, the 802.16m amendment provides the basis for WiMAX System Release 2 and provides existing WiMAX operators a graceful migration path to gain performance enhancements and add new services. The IEEE 802.16m task group has more than 300 participating individuals from approximately 100 organizations from two dozen countries. As was the case for 802.16e-2005, 802.16m is designed to support frequencies in all licensed IMT bands below 6 GHz and include TDD and FDD duplexing schemes as well as half-duplex FDD (H-FDD) terminal operation to ensure applicability to the wide range of worldwide spectrum assignments.

In the WiMAX Forum [8] planned performance enhancements grouped into the following six categories:
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- Increased Coverage and Spectral Efficiency
- Increased Capacity for Data and VoIP
- Lower Latency and QoS Enhancements
- Interworking with other Wireless Networks
- Power Conservation
- Other Advanced Features and Supported Services

In the coverage field, the IEEE 802.16m amendment provides an improvement in the link budget over WiMAX System Release 1 of at least 3 dB with the same antenna configuration. This provides a 20-30% increase in cell coverage area in a typical non line-of-sight environment. The peak and average spectral efficiency performance for IEEE 802.16m is summarized in Table 1 for a low user mobility scenario [8].

**Table 1. Spectral efficiency performance for IEEE 802.16m**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Antenna Configuration</th>
<th>Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peak DL Spectral Efficiency</td>
<td>[2x2] MIMO</td>
<td>8.5 bps/Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[4x4] MIMO</td>
<td>17.0 bps/Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average DL Spectral Efficiency</td>
<td>[4x2] MIMO</td>
<td>3.2 bps/Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.32 bps/Hz/User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DL Cell-Edge User Throughput</td>
<td>[4x2] MIMO</td>
<td>0.09 bps/Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak UL Spectral Efficiency</td>
<td>[1x2] SIMO</td>
<td>4.6 bps/Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[2x4] MIMO</td>
<td>9.3 bps/Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average UL Spectral Efficiency</td>
<td>[2x4] MIMO</td>
<td>2.6 bps/Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.26 bps/Hz/User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UL Cell-Edge User Throughput</td>
<td>[2x4] MIMO</td>
<td>0.11 bps/Hz/User</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the data capacity field, for the peak DL channel and peak UL channel nearly three times improvement observed. These improvements summarized in Fig. 5, 6 [8].
Figure 5. Peak DL channel data rate summary.

Figure 6. Peak UL channel data rate summary.

Also the IEEE 802.16m amendment supports channel aggregation of contiguous or non-contiguous channels to provide an effective bandwidth up to 100MHz. Aggregating several 20MHz channels, for example, could support
peak data rates exceeding 1 Gigabit/sec. Also VoIP capacity is significantly increased with 802.16m.

In the other fields same improvements observed with 802.16m amendment. Table 2 summarizes the IEEE 802.16m baseline system requirements specified by Report ITU-R M.2134 [31].

**Table 2.** IEEE 802.16m and IMT-Advanced system requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peak data rate (b/s/Hz)</td>
<td>DL: 15 (4 x 4)  UL: 6.75 (2 x 4)</td>
<td>DL: 8.075 (2 x 2/4 x 4)  UL: 2.8675 (1 x 2/2 x 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell spectral efficiency (b/Hz/sector)</td>
<td>DL (4 x 2) = 2.2  UL (2 x 2) = 1.4 (base coverage urban)</td>
<td>DL (2 x 2) = 2.6  UL (1 x 2) = 1.3 (mixed mobility)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell-edge user spectral efficiency (b/Hz)</td>
<td>DL (4 x 2) = 0.06  UL (2 x 4) = 0.03 (base coverage urban)</td>
<td>DL (2 x 2) = 0.09  UL (1 x 2) = 0.05 (mixed mobility)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>C-plane: 100 ms (idle to active)  U-plane: 10 ms</td>
<td>C-plane: 100 ms (idle to active)  U-plane: 10 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility (b/s/Hz at km/h)</td>
<td>0.55 at 120 km/h  0.25 at 350 km/h (link-level)</td>
<td>Optimal performance up to 10 km/h  Graceful degradation up to 120 km/h  Connectivity up to 350 km/h  Up to 500 km/h depending on operating frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handover interruption time (ms)</td>
<td>Intrafrequency: 27.5  Interference: 40 (in a frequency band)  60 (between frequency bands)</td>
<td>Intrafrequency: 27.5  Interference: 40 (in a frequency band)  60 (between frequency bands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VoIP capacity (Active users/sector/MHz)</td>
<td>40 (4 x 2 and 2 x 4) (base coverage urban)</td>
<td>60 (DL: 2 x 2 and UL: 1 x 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna configuration</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell range and coverage</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>Up to 100 km  Optimal performance up to 5 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multicast and broadcast service (MBS)</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>4 b/s/Hz for ISO 0.5 km  2 b/s/Hz for ISO 1.5 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBS channel reselection interruption time</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>1.0 s (intrafrequency)  1.5 s (interfrequency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location-based services (LBS)</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>Location determination latency &lt; 30 s  MS-based position determination accuracy &lt; 50 m  Network-based position determination accuracy &lt; 100 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating bandwidth</td>
<td>Up to 40 MHz (with band aggregation)</td>
<td>5 to 20 MHz (up to 100 MHz through band aggregation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duplex scheme</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>TDD, FDD (support for H-FDD terminals)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Advantages of Mobile WiMAX

The next-generation Mobile WiMAX (802.16m) built on the success of the existing WiMAX technology and it is time to market advantage over other mobile broadband wireless access technologies. In fact, all OFDM based mobile broadband access technologies that have been developed lately exploit, enhance, and expand fundamental concepts that were originally utilized in Mobile WiMAX.

IEEE 82.16m will be suitable for Greenfield operators and can be deployed without any unnecessary complexity due to legacy circuit-switched system support. It can also be deployed as an overlay to existing fixed or mobile access networks such as 2.5G/3G cellular systems or cable/digital subscriber line (DSL) networks by supporting different levels of interworking to ensure service continuity. The same network can be used for a variety of usage models such as wireless backhaul to WiFi hot spots, fixed/nomadic access to customer premises equipment (CPE) and residential gateways (RGs), and mobile access to notebooks, smart phones, and next-generation WiMAX embedded ultra-mobile devices and applications[33, 34] (Fig. 7).

Figure 7. Mobile WiMAX enabling a variety of usage models in the same network.
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On the other hand, WiMAX subscribers are rapidly grown every year. In 2009, with the acceleration of WiMAX product certification and expansion of available frequency bands for WiMAX, it is expected that the global WiMAX market and business opportunities for WiMAX services will continue to see rapid growth. Therefore, the global investments in WiMAX network deployment has been booming as well. It is projected that, during the period 2005-2010, the accumulated WiMAX investments worldwide will reach about US$28.9 billion, over 60% of which – approximately US$17.0 billion – will be injected during the period 2008-2010 [32]. In Figure 8 worldwide accumulated investments in WiMAX is shown [32].

![Figure 8. Worldwide accumulated investments in WiMAX, 2005 – 2010. (Source: Mobile Taiwan Applications Promotion Program Office, MOEA, compiled by MIC, April 2009).](image)

**Conclusion**

Lately growing demand for high bandwidth internet applications like multimedia applications, video streaming, etc. and internet usage percentage has rapidly increased. Also people started using internet everywhere. Along with these demands of high bandwidth and internet, ITU has announced IMT-Advanced standards. IMT-Advanced (International Mobile Telecommunications – Advanced) is a term used by the ITU to describe mobile telecommunication systems which go further than IMT-2000. Previously IMT-Advanced was known as “systems beyond IMT-2000” and is
often referred to as 4G.

IEEE 802.16 WG has announced new amendment at this term. This impressive amendment, known as 802.16m, is designed to meet or exceed the requirements of IMT-Advanced (the 4th generation of cellular systems). This amendment has rapidly come into prominence in the world. IEEE 802.16m promises high bandwidth, extensive wide coverage are, suitability for Greenfield operators and interoperability with other technologies. When we take these amendments into consideration, we may predict Mobile WiMAX 802.16m technology will find huge application area in the next days.
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